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Electronic government (e-government), the
ability of government to provide access to
services and information twenty-four hours a
day, seven days a week, is an emerging force
today. Government is turning attention and
resources to providing information and services
on-line, exploring digital democracy, and using
technology for economic development. As a
result, government services have been
revolutionized in this digital age. In this new age,
good government is accessible government,
which gives immediate access to pertinent
information and it is fast, cheap and efficient.
One key factor that contributes to the
success of e-government in any country is the
citizens’ participation. Citizens’ participation is
very crucial as it enables those in government at
all levels to know exactly the pressing needs and
demands of the citizens, which are sometimes
politicised by the ruling class. According to the
United Nations Economic and Social Council
(ECOSOC, 2015), the politicization of
participation, lack of trust between government
and civil society, and superficial engagement
with citizens can also act as a hindrance to
citizen-based monitoring of government.
Governments are often engaged in programmes
and projects that do not really benefit the people.
Occasionally some of these national programmes
may benefit some but not others as each area of
the country has specific needs at any point in
time. Over the years, research has shown that
when citizens’ basic needs are not met, there is
usually a tendency for high insecurity in the
system. Civil unrest, violence, kidnapping, riots,
corruption, armed robbery and the likes usually
becomes the order of the day. Over the years in
Nigeria, there has been a growing disconnect
between
the
people
and
government.

ABSTRACT
Purpose: The objective of this study is to
propose a prototype system for collecting,
analyzing, understanding and mining citizens
pressing needs and demands from e-government
databases.
Design/Methodology/Approach:
Common
citizens demands were obtained from published
literature and used to populate a database which
was mined with the Apriori algorithm to obtain
the most frequent citizens demands.
Findings: Mining a collection of citizens’
pressing demands data from e-government
databases is very feasible.
Research
limitations/implications:
The
developed system is a prototype designed and
tested with a randomized synthetic dataset. The
prototype can greatly assist the government to
make informed decisions regarding the needs of
the citizens.
Practical implications: This will serve as a
framework to the government and interested
organizations for deploying such an important
system that will provide a reliable link between
the government and the citizens. The results
should provide improved governance and also
enhance citizens' satisfaction.
Originality/value: For any government to
succeed, citizens’ relationship management and
satisfaction must be given a top priority. The
developed prototype is practicable, achievable
and promises great benefits to any interested
government, researchers and system developers.
Keywords: Apriori algorithm, Citizens demands,
Data mining, E-government, National security
Paper Type: Research Paper
1. Introduction
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Governments, whether military or civilian, have
not tried to bridge this chasm, thus creating
misunderstanding, mistrust and resentment
(Onifade et al., 2013). E-government therefore
has paved way for any serious government to
positively maximize its impact and results by
taking advantage of this modern day technology
and most especially by allowing citizens’
interaction and input in e-government.
Countries like Nigeria with six major geopolitical zones, thirty six states and seven
hundred and seventy four local government areas
need more than a government-to-citizens (G2C)
approach to succeed but rather a combination of
G2C and Citizens-to-Government (C2G).
Citizens Relationship Management (CiRM) is
needed for any government to succeed in terms
of planning, providing services and performance
management (Latha et al., 2013).
The main purpose of CiRM is to understand
the needs of different citizen groups and to
provide respective services for each group
accordingly. In this way, many governments are
actively promoting the use of Information and
Communication Technology (ICT). The main
issues of this approach are "how e-governments
can manage effectively" and "be more citizenoriented". In other words, ICT can be
strategically significant in promoting egovernment effectiveness through understanding
the citizen requirements. In this domain, the
application of data mining tools seems to be
useful. Appropriate data mining tools, which are
good at extracting and identifying useful
information and knowledge from enormous
customer databases, are one of the best
supporting tools to obtain a deep understanding
of citizen’s characteristics and needs.
In this paper, a citizen communication
system is created and the data is stored in a
Relational Database Management System. The
data is mined using association rule data mining
technique to determine patterns in the citizens’
demands. The aim of this paper is therefore to
suggest the use of such e-government services
and to present a conceptual model for collecting,
analyzing, understanding and managing citizens
pressing needs and demands.

presented from surveys of what governments
offer online. The demand side explanation,
which is relatively unexplored, examines citizen
interaction with e-government and is the focus of
this work. Latha et al. (2013) worked on citizen
relationship management with data mining
techniques. They used clustering and association
rules on the data of the urban service
management system to find the subjects that
cause complaint and the factors that affect the
rate of satisfaction in India. The researchers
made it possible to understand the impact of
factors such as time and responsible units on the
rate of satisfaction. The researchers work focused
on a small part of the country and assumed that
the complaints all come to a central database. In
this paper, we will consider the whole country,
Nigeria as our study location and it will be
impracticable to assume a central database for
this type of problem considering the political and
geographical inclination of the nation. People in
each state have their own peculiar complaints
and there would definitely be need for a system
that can mine associations between these local
(state) databases apart from the global patterns
that would be generated from the central
(national database).
According to Rao (2014), the government
organizations can use enormous data for
discovering hidden patterns, previously unknown
relationships, extract meaningful information and
trends for decision making. The data mining
techniques can help in not only to detect fraud
and security threats, but also it can be used for
measuring influence facts like citizens’ behavior,
desire and need. With the increasing awareness
among citizens about their rights and the
resultant increase in expectations from the
government to perform and deliver, the whole
paradigm of governance has changed.
Government, today, is expected to be transparent
in its dealings, accountable for its activities and
faster in its responses. This has made the use of
ICT tools such as data mining imperative in any
agenda drawn towards achieving good
governance (Sangeetha and Rao, (2015).
More information on E-government, its
benefits and web of interrelationships can be
found in Sangeetha and Rao (2015), Rao (2014),
Monga (2008), Subhash (2004) and Ndou
(2004). Further literature on e-government
portals are also found in Capek and Ritschelova
(2006). Citizen requirements for E-Government
are a very key part of government and at its heart
lays the desire to change the way people,

2. Literature Review
This paper examines citizen interaction with egovernment. Much of the existing work on the
development of e-government has explored it
from a supply-side perspective, such as evidence
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businesses, companies, tourists etc. all interact
with government (Cook, 2000; Wang et al.,
2005; Carter and Belanger, 2005; Yonazi et al.,
2008).
Nigeria as a country has set for itself the
goal of becoming one of the top 20 economies by
the year 2020 and e-government is essential to
achieving this goal as it makes the public sector
more efficient (Olufemi, 2012). The applications
of e-Government in Nigeria include issuance of
national passport, driver’s license, industry
license etc. It is also applied in the registration of
voters, payment of tax and delivery of
educational
services.
Although
the
implementation of e-Government has begun in
Nigeria, there is little evidence or research to
suggest that a clear framework for the adoption
of e-Government is being followed. Also,
existing research is yet to address the task of
knowledge discovery from the e-government
databases.
In this paper, data mining was used to
discover the most frequent citizens’ demands
from e-government databases. Data mining is the
dissection or analysis of (frequently extensive)
observational data sets to discover unsuspected
connections or relationships and to condense the
data in novel ways that are both reasonable and
helpful to the data manager (Han et al., 2001).
According to Agarwal et al. (2010), the use of
efficient data mining techniques may surely
enhance
government
decision
making
capabilities. Association rule mining is one of the
most important data mining techniques. The
basic algorithm for association rule mining is
Apriori Algorithm (Rana and Mann, 2013).
Apriori algorithm was used to mine the egovernment databases containing citizens’
demands.
3.

3.2 Data Pre-processing
The synthetic data were manually inserted into
the system. The data consisted of the citizen’s
location, citizen’s demand and the suggested
solutions. The demands were given codes to
assist in the analysis of data. This is shown in
table 1.
Table 1: Description of data used
S/N
Demands
Codes
1
SECURITY
STY
2
HEALTH
HTH
3
EDUCATION
EDU
4
FINANCE
FIN
5
SCIENCE AND
SCT
TECHNOLOGY
6
AGRICULTURE
AGR
7
POWER
POW
8
SPORTS
SPT
9
JUSTICE
JUS
10
WORKS
WRK

3.3. System Design
The system design characterizes the structure of
the system. It includes the analysis and
determination
of
the
data
processing
prerequisites of the government and the
designing of systems to satisfy them. The system
comprises of forms and databases. The demand
form is the fundamental structure that empowers
a user to enter requests into the database, update
and view records in the database. The
government can thus query the system and view
the frequent items in the database that pertains to
any location of the country (e.g. frequent
demands from the thirty six states of Nigeria).
This was attained by making an online structure
utilizing "python" and "php" to associate it to a
MySQL database. The frequent items in the
database were found by applying the Apriori
algorithm on the database.
The system was therefore designed to
perform the following functions:

Description of the Prototype System

3.1. Data Gathering and Description
Synthetic data was used in this work. The data
consisted of records of attributes such as citizen
location, citizen demands and suggested
solutions. Distinctive analysis was carried out on
the data in order to uncover hidden and vital
patterns which would incredibly help the
administration in settling on educated choices
(informed decisions) on the most proficient
method to take care of issues and fulfill its
citizens’ demands.

• Accept data from the user through a form
that ensures the input of relevant
information.
• Store the data collected in a database for
record keeping and reliable data mining
results.
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• Mine the data as requested by the
administration officer.

• Allow modification to the mined result
(prune) using the Apriori algorithm parameter
(support).

Figure 1: Functional Architecture of the Data Mining Process
The functional architecture for the mining
process is given below in Figure 1.

Step 11: Government attends to frequent
citizens’ demands
Step 12: As citizens’ needs are met, violence is
reduced, national security is
guaranteed

The System Pseudo-code is shown below:
Step 1:

Provide citizens access to government
through portals
Step 2: Dissemination of government vital
information and programmes
Step 3: Feedback from citizens on needs,
challenges and government appraisal
Step 4: Feedbacks (complaints/needs) should
be classified
Step 5: Each class to fall under one category
as item
Step 6: Items from one person to form a
transaction
Step 7: All complaints to form the transaction
database
Step 8: Transaction database to be mined with
Apriori Algorithm
Step 9: Frequent associations between items to
form the association rules
Step 10: Rules with strong confidence to form
the major concerns of citizens

3.4. Database Design
The database design shows the structure of the
database in the system. The database contains the
object table. There are two major tables in the
system and they are:
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The Demands Records: This table
consists of all the demands posted on the
site. The table consists of the following
fields:
o Citizen ID
o Citizen Location
o Demands
o Suggested Solution



The Itemset Records: This table
contains records of all frequent itemsets
generated from the demand records

table. This table is composed of the
following fields:
o ItemsetID
o Itemset
o Support
o Confidence
o Rule

Tables 2 and 3 describe the tables.
tbItemsetRecords: This table contains records
of frequent itemset generated from the database.
The table structure is shown in Table 2.
tbDemandsRecords: This contains a record of
demands entered into the database. The Demands
Records table structure is shown in Table 3.

FIELD

Table 2: The Frequent Item Records table structure
TYPE
CONSTRAINT
DESCRIPTION

ITEMSETID

INT

NOT NULL

Contains the value that uniquely
identifies each itemset generated and
serves as the primary key

ITEMSET

NVARCHAR

NOT NULL

Contains the itemset that specifies the
min_support count

SUPPORT

NVARCHAR

NOT NULL

Contains the support of the itemset

CONFIDENCE

NVARCHAR

NOT NULL

Contains the confidence of the itemset

RULE

NVARCHAR

NOT NULL

Contains the rule generated

FIELD
CITIZEN ID

TYPE
INT

CITIZEN
LOCATION
CITIZEN
DEMANDS

NVARCHAR

NOT NULL

Contains the location of the citizen

NVARCHAR

NOT NULL

Contains the demands of the citizen

SUGGESTED
SOLUTION

NVARCHAR

NOT NULL

Contains the citizen’s suggestion on how
to solve the problem

Table 3: The Demands Records table structure
CONSTRAINT
DESCRIPTION
NOT NULL
Contains the value that uniquely
identifies the citizen

demands to help the government focus on the
most pressing needs of their citizens.

4. Implementation and Results
The designed model was developed into a
prototype system that could be deployed by any
interested government. It has an interface that
allows the user to input their demands. It also
allows the government to view the most frequent
citizens’ demands. It has a data mining capacity
to extract the frequent patterns of citizens’

4.1. System Login
The login page as shown in Figure 2, grants
access to the system.
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Figure 2: Citizen Demand Form
The user login grants access to the demand form
and the admin login grants access to the results
of mining the demands the citizens have
submitted. It consists of the following:

4.2. Citizens Demand Form
When a user logs in, he is immediately sent to
the web page containing the demand form (figure
3). The demand form contains fields such as
State, Problems, Further Explanation and
Suggested Solutions.
Select State- this is a drop down menu showing
all the thirty six (36) states of Nigeria.
Select Problem- this is a drop down menu
showing a list of possible problems. There are
ten (10) problems listed here. The user is allowed
to select at most two problems.
Further Explanation- this allows the user to
explain the problem or problems he has selected.
Suggested Solution- this allows the user to
provide his opinion on how the problems should
be solved.

Username-

this represents a unique
username that differentiates a
normal or regular user from the
administrator.
Password- this is a unique phrase of not
more than 50 characters to allow
access to the demand form (for
the user) and the results (for the
administrator).
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Figure 3: Citizens Demand Form
only be accessed by the System Administrator.
Figure 4 shows the administration page. The
administrator can perform many actions such as
mine the data, view results and update the
database from the administrator page.

4.3 Administration Page
This shows the result of data mining from the
demand form. It showed the state and the most
frequent demands of citizens in that state. It can

Figure 4: Administration Page
states in Nigeria after which the mining action
was invoked. The result of selecting the mined
data, that is, the frequent citizens demands are
shown in Figure 5. It shows some states and the
frequent citizens’ demand in that particular state.

4.3. Testing and Results
For the purpose of testing, the developed system
was tested by populating the created database
with random citizens’ demand for all thirty-six

Figure 5: Mined Result of Frequent Citizens Demands
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and factor in demands at the lowest level of
government. A mobile version of the system will
also be developed.

4.4. Discussion
The results in Figures 4 and 5 showed the most
frequent demands in the various states using the
test data. It also showed the most frequent pair of
demands to further help the government to
understand the needs of its people. If certain
pairs of demands have high occurrences, the
government will be able to prioritize those
sectors and ensure that they are treated first
before they can begin resolving problems of
other sectors.
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awareness programmes for workforces and the
implementations and maintenance of basic
security culture and policies as a panacea for
social engineering cyber attacks against
individuals and organizations.
Originality: Lots of work has been done and
many still on-going in the field of social
engineering attacks and human factors, but this
study is the first to adopt an approach of a
practical case study to critically analyze the
effects of human factors on cyber security.
Keywords: The Anonymous; HBGary Federal;
Uniform Resource Location (URL); Content
Management System (CMS); SQL Injection;
Cross-site Scripting (XXS); Social Engineering;
Cyber Security; Information Security

ABSTRACT
Purpose: This paper critically analyses the
human factors or behaviours as major threats to
cyber security. Focus is placed on the usual roles
played by both the attackers and defenders (the
targets of the attacker) in cyber threats’
pervasiveness and the potential impacts of such
actions on critical security infrastructures.
Design/Methodology/Approach: To enable an
effective and practical analysis, the Anonymous
attack against HBGary Federal (A security firm
in the United State of America) was taken as a
case study to reveal the huge damaging impacts
of human errors and attitudes against the security
of organizations and individuals.
Findings: The findings revealed that the
powerful security firm was compromised and
overtaken through simple SQL injection
techniques and a very crafty social engineering
attack which succeeded because of sheer
personnel negligence and unwitting utterances.
The damage caused by the attack was enormous
and it includes the exposure of very sensitive
and personal data, complete shutdown of the
website, loss of backup data and personnel
character deformations. The research also found
that damaging human factors results from
ignorance or illiteracy to basic security practices,
carelessness and sometimes sabotage by
disgruntled employees from within and these
vulnerabilities have become prime target for
exploitation by attackers through social
engineering attacks. Social engineering was also
discovered to be the leading attack technique
adopted by attackers within the cyber space in
recent years.
Practical Implications: The paper concludes by
advocating assiduous training and cyber security

Paper Type: Research Paper
1 Introduction
Humans have been found to be truly the weakest
link of security (Mitnick, Simon, & L., 2011) and
(GBC-DELL Survey, 2015). The psychology of
human workforce is being viewed as a critical
factor that poses serious cyber-attacks risks to all
users (Ranjeev & Lawless, 2015). Human cyber
security behaviours has created serious
vulnerabilities which attackers exploits using
social engineering attack techniques and findings
revealed that human factors are responsible for
95% of all security incidences (IBM, 2015).
Human threats to critical infrastructures and
services come mostly from careless work
behaviours and ignorance of basic cyber security
practices which include irregular software
patching to get rid of bugs, installations of
malicious software, careless communication of
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the attackers’ tricks and techniques, and finally,
the analysis of the resulting damages. The paper
concludes with suggestive techniques for
preventing against such exploitations.

sensitive information and connection to insecure
internet networks or Wi-Fi (Aziz, 2013) and
(James, 2015). They also include poor attitudes to
web
applications
usage
and
database
management which opens door to cross-site
scripting
(XXS)
and
SQL
Injection
vulnerabilities (Stuttard & Marcus, 2011).
Attackers these days find it interestingly easier
to begin their attacks by the exploitation of
human ignorance, weakness and selfish interests
to gain an open entrance for a mega attack.
People are now inadvertently deceived to either
initiate or even carry out the attacks by
themselves without the attacker necessarily
introducing an external event or involving very
expensive technical exploit kits. Human factor is
an insider threat against security either through
disgruntled employees seeking to cause pains or
through social engineering which appeals to
personnel’s instincts and attackers would rather
take advantage of these vulnerabilities, where
available, than engaging other exploits against
technical security devices (James, 2015),
(Warwick, 2016) and (CeBIT Australia, 2017).
Research has shown that it is not good
enough to have all the state-of-the-art security
software and hardware properly installed and
running in an organization if the human factor to
cyber security is neglected (Nate L. , 2016), and
(James, 2015). Firewalls, Intrusion Detection
Systems, Antimalware and many authentication
mechanisms such as time-based tokens or
biometric smart devices, are usually installed to
protect against external threats but cannot
protect against threats from within, caused by
ignorant and careless personnel (Mitnick, Simon,
& L., 2011) or by disgruntled employees aiding
external attacker (Blythe, 2013). Cyber attackers
would rather now want to exploit the vulnerable
human factors through simple tricks than to
spend much time and resources trying to gain
access by breaking through the different strong
technical security systems. This paper seeks to
practically analyze the impacts of human factors
to critical security infrastructures. The attack of
the Anonymous Hacktivist group against
HBGary Federal, a US based security firm, was
taken as a case study to analyze the different
phases of cyber attacks against human cyber
security behaviours. The different phases include
the analysis of defender(s) vulnerabilities (target
of attack – the human factors), the analysis of

2 Social Engineering
Social engineering is a non-technical method of
cyber-attacks which absolutely depends on
human psychology and mostly involves
deceiving people into breaching standard
security practices (Nate, 2016). Researches have
shown that social engineering attacks are the top
most threats against information security
(Warwick, 2016) and (Nate, 2016). The whole
technique of social engineering attacks is
completely anchored on the principle and art of
deception, making people do things that they
would ordinarily not want to do for a complete
stranger (Mitnick et al, 2011). Thus, victims of
this attack techniques are usually persuaded to
willingly open wide their security door ways to
unknown persons (Ranjeev & Lawless, 2015) or
are tricked to do things like giving out sensitive
information or documents, disabling critical
security systems, transferring money to
unknown persons’ accounts and many other
devastating things (Warwick, 2016). Sometimes
they are tricked to believe that the order they are
obeying is coming from a superior, colleague, or
partner sitting somewhere (Mitnick, Simon, & L.,
2011). Often times, what they are persuaded to
do are highly regrettable, causing irreversible
damages.
Common approaches or attack vectors
adopted in social engineering attacks include
engaging people through fake emails, social
media, voice calls, mobile apps, or through
direct physical contact with the defendant (target
of the attacker). Social engineering attacks, or
attacks against human psychology and instincts,
may come in the forms of phishing, malware
attacks, pretexting, baiting, quid pro quo and
tailgating (David, 2015). Phishing scams and
malware infections have be found to be the most
adopted forms of social engineering attacks
(GBC-DELL Survey, 2015) as indicated in Figure
1. Anyone that falls victim of social engineering
attack would normally become the enabler of the
bigger attack or might even unknowingly be
used to directly complete the full-scale attack.
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Figure 1: Significant Cyber Threats (GBC-DELL Survey, 2015)

This study takes a deep delve into some
practical applications of social engineering
attacks and its requisite consequences and
prevention. The attack of the Anonymous
Hacking group against HBGary Federal security
firm was adopted as a case study for a critical
analysis of this attack technique. The study
begins by critically looking into the different
services offered by HBGary and where they
failed. A brief about the Anonymous group was
also discussed; the different attack techniques
deployed, the resulting damage, ways of
preventing similar attacks on businesses, and the
lessons learned form the core of this study.

with McAfee which is a well known security
firm too (Peter, 2011).
HBGary Federal, being an information
security firm, specializes in design and
distributions, through sales, of the state-of-theart tools for computer forensics and malware
analysis to the United State government and
other private Institutions (Peter, 2011) and (Krebs,
2011). Their services also included technical
consultancy and supports. The support covers
areas such as the implementation and
deployment of intrusion detection systems,
designing
secure
networks,
performing
vulnerability assessment and penetration testing
of systems and software. The United State
Government and some Strong Private
Organizations were some of the strong
patronisers and customers of the services of
HBGary Federal.

3 The Defender – Hbgary Federal
HBGary was a well-known technology security
company with offices in Washington D. C.,
California,
Sacramento,
and
Bethesda,
Maryland. The Security Firm was founded by
Greg Hoglund in the year 2003. The company
entered into a Security Innovation Alliance with
McAfee in the year 2008. The Establishment
was an affiliation between HBGary Federal and
HBGary Inc, both being very distinct entities.
HBGary Federal had one mega web server
which could be accessed through a Web link,
www.hbgaryfederal.com, and they also had one
major Support Linux Machine which could be
accessed through the link, support.hbgary.com.
The Linux Machine contained most of the
employees shell accounts, which they could
access using SSH. Greg Hoglund also operated
another website called Rootkit.com which was
hosted by another Linux machine. All the email
services of HBGary Federal were being
managed by Google Apps. The National
Security Agency (NSA) and Interpol had
maintained a frequent contact with HBGary
companies and HBGary also had been working

4 The Attacker – Anonymous
The Anonymous is a group of hacktivists which
comprises of people from different backgrounds,
diverse professional experiences and different
age groups. This involves professional office
employees, software developers, IT technicians,
and even students. The membership of the group
are found scattered in different countries of the
world, a few amongst them includes the United
State, The United Kingdom, Germany,
Netherlands, Italy, and Australia. The hacktivist
group mostly adopt cyber attack as their main
campaign medium to show their displeasures
and grievances against any government policies
or any Organization that might have crossed
their ways. The group was allegedly founded in
the year 2003.
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security vulnerabilities of the software, but they
failed to do any of this. HBGary was completely
blind to this dangerous flaw, allowing the CMS
to become highly vulnerable to SQL injection
attacks.
The Security Firm, HBGary Federal, was also
guilty of poor password management. The senior
executives of the Firm, CEO Aaron Barr and
COO Ted Vera, became too busy about their
work that they forgot and neglected simple and
standard
information
security
practices
especially in the areas of password policies and
management. They became an extreme bad
example to be emulated in this regard. Both top
Officers had extremely weak passwords with
each comprising of only six lower case letters
and two numbers. As though that was not bad
enough, they also maintained the same
passwords across platforms and applications.
That is, the same password was used to login
into their twitter accounts, email accounts,
Linkedln, and SSH. This practice subjected them
to a security single point of failure (failure at one
point implies failure at all points). The most
disturbing part of it was that Aaron had the
administrative right over the Google App that
hosted the entire company's emails and while
Ted had a user privilege in the Linux SSH
account. Password misuse and negligence alone
had exposed the Company to serious security
threats.
In managing the SSH access to the Firms
Server, the authority also carelessly ignored the
principles and policies governing safe SSH
connections. It did not come into their minds to
remember that password authentication was not
the best security verification practice for any
SSH connection, so they continued to use only
passwords to gain access via SSH to the Support
Linux Machine. They could have included the
hard-to-crack cryptographic encryption methods
in the system which would provide each user
with a secret key which must be kept private and
with a public key that is associated with the user
account. If these were put in place, the SSH
would have then made use of both keys to
authenticate the different users. The Firm
adopted MD5 for their password encryption in a
very weak way. Another serious security
loophole entertained by HBGary Federal was
inadequate software patching. Little or no
attention was given to regularly patching the
Linux Support Machine. This also exposed the
Machine’s Operating System and its system

Figure 2: The Faceless Group – Anonymous (Peter, 2011).

A few amongst many other exploits
perpetrated by the Hacktivist Group includes the
bringing
down
of
PayPalblog.com,
MasterCard.com and Visa.com (Nate & Technica,
2011). The attacks against these Companies were
done to punish the financial companies for their
involvement in shutting down WikiLeaks from
the internet.
Anonymous attacked these
websites using Distributed Denial of Service
(DDoS) attacks through a modified version of
the Low Orbit Ion Cannon (LOIC) load-testing
tool.
5 Human Factors Vulnerabilities Analysis
HBGary was operating a content driven website
whose data was stored in an SQL database. As it
is with every thriving business, there was always
a constant need for updating the contents of the
website by correcting, adding or removing some
information from the database. To make the
administration of the website easier, HBGary
Federal deployed a Content Management System
(CMS) in the organization. Although this
approach was a good idea, but best practice
would have been for them to implement an offthe-shelf Content Management System which
would have enabled them the ability to directly
monitor and control the system, but they rather
chose a custom CMS from a third-party
developer. Third party’s applications do not
always have good reputations as they mostly
have issues with malware and wrong coding
(Rahul, Venkiteswaran, Anoop, & Soumya, 2014), so
the CMS deployed by HBGary had serious
coding flaws which made it highly vulnerable to
cyber attacks. Although the CMS had bugs,
HBGary was negligent and careless about the
CMS. They could have exercised their own
expertise as security experts in finding and
fixing (debugging) the bugs and also setting up
and configuring bug tracking devices to track
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libraries to privilege escalation exploitation
attack vulnerabilities.
Finally, there was serious lack of proper
information dissemination within and outside the
Company. They were very careless at releasing
very sensitive information without minding who
is listening. This attitude exposed the
Corporation to the subtle danger of social
engineering attacks. The Anonymous shows up
mostly through cyber attacks, so they have been
associated with majority of cybercrime in the
world. Because of their activities, this Group
became a prime suspect to the United State
Government and this has set them on the list of
the FBI for continuous investigation to uncover
the identities of its members (Nate & Technica,
2011). The CEO, Aaron Barr, was too outright
and straight, without caution, when he publicly
announced the Firm’s collaboration with the FBI
(Federal Bureau of Investigation) against the
Anonymous group. He revealed that the Firm
had gotten some essential information about the
identities and activities of some cardinal
members of the Anonymous group, expressing
his readiness to sell this information out to the
FBI for further actions against the group. The
method he claimed to have used in getting these
essential details was emails monitoring, and
using of fake names for Facebook and IRC chat.
His action presented him as having a boast on
the strength of the Firm and their victory over
the Anonymous group (Nate & Technica, 2011).
This pronouncement was regrettably a dangerous
move that invited the wrath of the hacktivist
group, Anonymous, against HBGary Federal.
Without hesitation, the Anonymous reacted
immediately against Aaron's moves by attacking
HBGary Federal between the 5th and 6th of
February 2011. The attack lasted for a period of
24 hours only.

required results. A typical CMS would usually
have a web 'front-end' which allows the editing
of database records through the web by the
respective users. The SQL query injected by the
Anonymous made use of the URL,
http://www.hbgaryfederal.com/pages.php?pa
geNav=2&page=27. Two parameters included
in the query to manipulate the CMS are
pageNav=2 and page=27. Given that the CMS
had bugs already in its code, it became easily
tricked to misinterpret the query with these
parameters, thus providing the hackers with open
access to the database of the web server that
hosted the Firm’s very sensitive data. They
completely took over the database from the
CMS. Some details retrieved from the database
include usernames, email addresses, and
password hashes of privileged users who had the
administrative right to make any required
changes to the CMS. The vita data found on this
server provided the attackers with more
information that aided their invasion further.
One good property of the CMS was its ability
to store only the hashed password of the users in
the database which could be very difficult to
break into plain text. Fortunately for the
attackers, the hash was only a single one-way
hashing that was done using MD5 hashing
function without applying salting and iterative
hashing methods. Taking advantage of the weak
hashing procedure, the attackers deployed
rainbow table cracking technique to crack the
downloaded hashed passwords. Iterative hashing
involve the process of having the output of a
hash function re-hashed again repeatedly for
several times (Sjoerd, 2016) and (Dunkelman & Eli,
2006), while salting technique involve adding a
small amount of random data to the password
before it is hashed (Sjoerd, 2016) and (Patel, Patel,
& Virparia, 2013). If these hashing techniques
were adopted, it would have become either very
difficult or nearly impossible for the passwords
to be cracked by the attackers. It suffices to say
hbgaryfederal.com would have survived the
rainbow password cracking attacks despite the
loophole found with the MD5 hashing functions
if they probably had adopted the best password
protection policy (Daniel, 2015) and (SANS,
2014).
Rainbow table attacks commonly succeed
against two kinds of password patterns; this
include password of eight character length which
compromises a mixture of lower case letters and
numbers only, and a those of one to twelve
character length which are made up of upper

6. Analysis of Attackers’ Techniques And
Tricks
Anonymous started by exploiting the
vulnerability found in the Content Management
System (CMS). They injected some SQL queries
into the Firm’s web server database. The coding
of CMS are meant to enable it identify what
details it should allow to be retrieved from a
database system based on the receipt of a
particular query or URL (Uniform Resource
Location). The CMS is required to match the
received query against the records in the
database, render the collected content which may
include an HTML, and then countless web pages
can be created within seconds to display the
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case letters only and anything outside these
lengths, it becomes extremely difficult for the
rainbow tables to generate (Avi, 2016) and
(Coding Horror, 2007). Although CEO Aaron Barr
and COO Ted Vera were expected to know
better, given that they owned administrative
rights to different systems, they both were still
very careless to use password combinations of
only six lower case letters and two numbers.
Another huge mistake made by these executives
was the reuse of same password on different
platforms and applications including even the
Support Linux Machine, support.hbgary.com.
The attackers took advantage of this weakness
and were able to easily attack the Linux Machine
using Ted Vera’s password. Unfortunately, the
Linux
Machine
had
some
software
vulnerabilities due to inadequate patching, so the
attackers deployed privilege escalation exploits
to gain root privilege and had total control over
the machine from where they extracted
gigabytes of backups and research data.
The password for Aaron Barr was used by
the attackers to gain administrative access into
the Google App that controls the entire
Company's emails. Greg Hoglund, the founder
and owner of rootkit.com, had his e-mail account
also listed there, so the attackers accessed his
email and were able to retrieve two additional
passwords
from
there
which
were
'88j4bb3rw0cky88' and '88Scr3am3r88' which
could give them the root access to the server
hosting rootkit.com, but they also found out that
Jussi Jaakonaho (Chief Security Specialist) of
Nokia had a root access to the machine too.
Despite the details retrieved, it was still
impossible for them to break into Greg's
machine by direct SSH using root account
(username & password), they would need to first
login with a non-root privilege user account. The
root account details could not be used to access
the server from outside of the firewall and so
they sought for ways to retrieve Greg’s common
user account details (username and password)
(Keir, 2011). They resorted to social engineering
attack using email (Peter, 2011) against Jussi
Jaakonaho from whom they were able to get all
the details they needed to complete their task. To
implement the social engineering attack, the
attackers disguised as Greg Hoglund by using
his email account to send mails to Jussi
Jaakonaho. The email conversations between
the attackers and Jussi are as follows (Peter,
2011):

From: Greg
To: Jussi
Subject: need to ssh into rootkit
im in europe and need to ssh into the server. can
you drop open up
firewall and allow ssh through port 59022 or
something vague?
and is our root password still 88j4bb3rw0cky88
or did we change to
88Scr3am3r88 ?
thanks
------------------------------------From: Jussi
To: Greg
Subject: Re: need to ssh into rootkit
hi, do you have public ip? or should i just drop
fw?
and it is w0cky - tho no remote root access
allowed
------------------------------------From: Greg
To: Jussi
Subject: Re: need to ssh into rootkit
no i dont have the public ip with me at the
moment because im ready
for a small meeting and im in a rush.
if anything just reset my password to
changeme123 and give me public
ip and ill ssh in and reset my pw.
------------------------------------From: Jussi
To: Greg
Subject: Re: need to ssh into rootkit
ok,
it should now accept from anywhere to 47152 as
ssh. i am doing
testing so that it works for sure.
your password is changeme123
i am online so just shoot me if you need
something.
in europe, but not in finland? :-)
_jussi
-------------------------------------
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6.1 The Impact of Human Factor on Critical
Infrastructure

From: Greg
To: Jussi
Subject: Re: need to ssh into rootkit
if i can squeeze out time maybe we can catch
up.. ill be in germany
for a little bit.

The HBGary website was completely
compromised, over sixty thousand (60,000)
Company emails were downloaded and exposed
on The Pirate Bay site (Chester, 2011). The
Company’s backup files were completely
deleted by the Anonymous. The Group also
retrieved and publicly displayed the documents
HBGary Federal boasted about earlier to sell to
FBI for everyone to see. They also retrieved and
exposed users’ database from Rootkit.com and
all the email addresses and passwords hashes for
everyone who had ever registered on the
website. Aaron Barr’s private and confidential
credentials which include his private mails,
home address, social security number and cell
phone number were all exposed to the public.
The greatest damage was on the Integrity,
Reliability, Confidentiality and finally the
Availability of the Company. The mistakes were
completely irreversible resulting to a total
shutdown of the security Firm, HBGary Federal,
putting them out of business.

anyway I can't ssh into rootkit. you sure the ips
still
65.74.181.141?
thanks
------------------------------------From: Jussi
To: Greg
Subject: Re: need to ssh into rootkit
does it work now?
------------------------------------From: Greg
To: Jussi
Subject: Re: need to ssh into rootkit
yes jussi thanks

7. How To Prevent Similar Attacks On
Businesses
Staff trainings on standard security principles
and policies must be taken very seriously in
every Organization in order to combat social
engineering attacks (GBC-DELL Survey, 2015).
This will be an essential tireless and continuous
cybersecurity literacy and awareness training for
the workforce. It is worth spending resources on
keeping the security and risks management
knowledge of workers updated all the time as
this can reduce an organization’s cyber security
breaches by 70% (Pittsburgh, 2015). Proper policy
must be put in place with the right password
hashing techniques especially the use of iterative
hashing and salting. A regular vulnerability
testing of website must be carried out to look for
security holes in order to cover them up. Public
and private key encryptions and authentication
techniques should be deployed for protecting the
server when it comes to authentications. Systems
and software patching should be done on regular
basis. Vulnerability assessment must be done on
all the information infrastructures deployed in
the network. The practice of password reuse on
different platforms should never be encouraged.
Social engineering is a very subtle attack, thus
personnel should always verify any requested

did you reset the user greg or?
------------------------------------From: Jussi
To: Greg
Subject: Re: need to ssh into rootkit
nope. your account is named as hoglund
------------------------------------From: Greg
To: Jussi
Subject: Re: need to ssh into rootkit
yup im logged in thanks ill email you in a few,
im backed up
thanks
With the information gathered and access
gained, the attacker succeeded in bringing down
Rookit.com too so easily because the Server
hosting it also had similar vulnerability as that of
HBGary Federal; it did not use key
authentications.
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task before agreeing to release very important
details.
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from inception up to deployment stage produces
software-based systems that allow customers
achieve business goals.
Research Limitation: The major limiting factor in
this research work was time, materials and money
which hindered the full implementation of the
system.
Originality/Value: This research work is valuable
because a system of this nature has never been
deployed or used in any hospital in Calabar
including the UCTH, and if fully implemented and
deployed will greatly improve the services of the
University of Calabar Teaching Hospital.
Keywords: SoftwareEngineering, Information
System, ICT.
Paper Type: Implementation

ABSTRACT
Purpose: The purpose of this work is to apply
software engineering principles and methodologies
to design and implement an electronic patients`
information management system (E-PIMS) with a
secured database, which would provide efficiency
and reliability; reduces healthcare cost; and
provide the best control of patients’ status based
on their test.
Design/Methodology/Approach:The
E-PIMS
employed the Structured System Analysis and
Design Methodology (SSADM) to design the
system using the waterfall process model. UML
(Unified Modeling Language) was used as a tool
to model the system. HTML with cascading style
sheet (CSS) was used to create the web pages;
JavaScript was adopted as the programming
language because it has an Application
Programming Interface (API). PHP was used to
design our forms and MYSQL was used as the
database engine.
Findings: The study has been able to demonstrate
that following the software engineering life-cycle,

1.0 Introduction
Patient information system has been discovered to
be the key contributor to success in the
prescription of drugs for major ailments like
19

diabetes and others (Yerokun, Ekechukwu &
Ihemelu, 2012).

The aim of this work is to apply software
engineering principles and methodologies in the
design and implementation of an electronic
patients` information management system.
Software engineering is the application of a
systematic, disciplined, quantifiable approach to
the development, operation and maintenance of
software (Schwaber and Beedle, 2002). The use of
software engineering methodologies help all along
the software engineering life-cycle, from inception
up to deployment stage.The purpose of software
engineering is to develop software-based systems
that let customers achieve business goals. The
customer may be a hospital manager who needs
patient-record software to be used by secretaries in
doctors’ offices; or, a manufacturing manager who
needs software to coordinate multiple parallel
production activities that feed into a final assembly
stage. Software engineer must understand the
customer’s business needs and design software to
help
meet
them
(Marsic,
2012).Many
contemporary software developers tend to ignore
software engineering principles which is the main
kernel in software design and development. In our
E-PIMS, we followed the well-defined and
structured sequence of stages in software
engineering to develop the E-PIMS package.

In the last couple of years the rise in Information
and Communication technologies (ICT) has a very
big impact in services for community, especially in
the healthcare sector. This technology has been
used and deployed in Nigeria, by developing an
electronic medical database to manage patients’
records. Primarily,in any teaching hospital and
University of Calabar Teaching Hospital (UCTH)
in particular,three types of medical care services
exist, which include in-patient (hospitals patients),
out-patient (patients in clinics unit) and emergency
unit. The in-patient hospitals are classified into
two different categories: specialized hospitals
(GITCenters, Cardiac Centers, Cancer Centers,
etc.), and general hospitals. Hospitals are seen
asindispensable in healthcare infrastructure, hence
the need to improve the services in it. Our EPIMSwill beuseful for management of patient
health records, research, and archiving. In
management, it could be used for UCTH Chief
Medical Director (CMD) to see the performance of
the Doctors, or statistical reporting. Besides the
Doctors can have the patient history in details from
his previous records with minimal time. Archiving
and securing electronic patients` records is seen as
a more reliable and trusted approachthan paperbased records (Laman, C., 2004).

1.1 Architecture of our Proposed E-PIMS

Figure 1.1: Architecture of our E-PIMS (Zaid, and Abd Alameer - unpublished)
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2.0 System Design and Methodology
-

To develop any system successfully is to
understand its requirements. In E-PIMS, we
conducted an interview withstakeholders such as
doctors, nurse and, pharmacists,and statistics
department for gathering rich information about
system requirements to design and build the
system.

New patient records can be added
The system sends patient record to the
nurse to add new patient records
- The system enables the nurse to search
about a specific patient
- The system archives patient records
electronically and centrally.
- The system enables the nurse to request a
specific lab test.
- The system has the ability to send lab
result to the nurse or the doctor.
- The system enables the nurse and the
doctor to search and research
- The system enables the doctor to check
patient history by searching with minimal
time.
Non-functional requirements of the E-PIMS
include updateable, security, compatibility,
capacity,
usability,
maintainability
and
performance with database. The system for
instance interacts with database, database searches,
updates and retrieves the change to patient
information on real time basis.

2.2 System Requirements Analysis

2.3 System Design

Requirement is a service that the user desires the
solution to perform or display. In this section we
determined user expectations and conditions for
the E-PIMS, and also took into account the
possibly conflicting requirements of the various
stakeholders, andanalyzed, documented, validated
and
managed
the
software
requirements(Chemuturi, 2013).
The functional requirements for the E-PIMS
are as follows:

2.3.1

The principal objective of the Electronic Patient
Information system Management System is to
provide a solution to the manual methods of
handling patient information in a hospital. The EPIMS will help to improve data security and avoid
data loss completely. The proposed system will
minimize the time involved in locating patient
information when needed. The methodology which
will be used in the design of the E-PIMS and the
analysis of system requirements will be discussed
in this section. The system development lifecycle
was divided into phases discussed below.
2.1 Unstructured Interview

Use Case Diagram

Use Case diagrams permit the definition of the
system's boundary, and the relationship between
the system and the environment (Marsic, 2012).
There arefive users (Receptionist, Lab Technician,
Nurse, Doctor and Administration) in the diagrams
for the E-PIMS. Each one becomes an actor and
has many functions in the system as shown below.

Sign in

Sign in

Register

Register

Update

Request Lab test

Nurse

Reception
Add Patient

Add Drug
a

b
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Admin
n.

Sign in

Sign in

Register

Register

Send recommendation
to Nurse

Add Lab Result

Lab Tech
d

c
Sign in

Sign in

Register

Register
Request Lab test

Patient
Doctor

e

f

Book appointment

Figures 2.1a-f: Use Case Diagram of the E-PIMS
2.3.2

Class diagram

system is shown in Figure 2.2. The objects that
make up our classes in this system are
Doctor_class, Nurse_class, Lab Tech_class,
Receptionist_class,
Admin_class
and
Patient_class.

Class diagram is created simply by analyzing the
class names and their operations of the interaction
diagrams. The class diagram of our case-study
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1

Patient
1 ...*

-name: String
-DOB: Int
-Gender: String
-Adress: String
+Register ();

Admin

1
1
1 ...*

1 ...*

Doctor
-name: String
-DOB: Int
-Rank: String
+Register ();

1

Nurse
-name: String
-DOB: Int
-Gender: String
-Rank: String
+Register ();
Add drug ();

-name: String
-DOB: Int
-Rank: String
+Register ();
+add patient ();

Lab Tech

1 ...*

1

1 ...*

-name: String
-DOB: Int
-Rank: String
+Register ();
+add result();

1

Receptionist
1 ...*

-name: String
-DOB: Int
+Register ();
+Add patient ();
_Update();

1

Figure 2.2: Class Diagram of the E-PIMS
2.3.3 Database Design
Patient table: a table to fill patient personal data
to be able to gain admission into the hospital for
proper registration process for outpatients.

The various entities that make up the E-PIMS
database has been identified. MySQL database
was used for this system because of its simplicity
and ease to use. The database consists of 6 tables
which are described below.
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1 ...*

FIELD NAME
Firstname
Middlename
Surname
Date of Birth
Gender
Status
Disability
Address
Phone
Local_government
Country
State
Occupation
Salary_Scale
Next of kin
Start_Time
End_Time
Remark

Table 2.1: Patient_table
TYPE
WIDTH NULL
Char
30
No
Char
30
No
Char
30
No
Date
20
No
Char
10
No
Char
15
No
Varchar 20
No
Varchar 50
No
Varchar 20
No
Varchar 30
No
Varchar 30
No
Varchar 30
No
Varchar 20
No
Varchar 20
No
Varchar 50
No
Date
20
No
Date
20
No
Varchar 50
No

Receptionist form: A table to fill employee’s
personal data to be able to be gainfully employed

FIELD NAME
Firstname
Middlename
Surname
Employee_id
Gender
Status
Age
Address
Phone
Local_government
Country
State
Occupation
Salary_Scale
Next of kin
Start_Time
End_Time
Remark

FOREIGNKEY
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

into the hospital management staff list in the
database.

Table 2.2: Reception_form
TYPE
WIDTH NULL
Char
30
No
Char
30
No
Char
30
No
Varchar 15
No
Char
10
No
Char
15
No
Int
10
No
Varchar 50
No
Varchar 20
No
Varchar 30
No
Varchar 30
No
Varchar 30
No
Varchar 20
No
Varchar 20
No
Varchar 50
No
Date
20
No
Date
20
No
Varchar 50
No
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FOREIGNKEY
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

FIELD NAME
Firstname
Middlename
Surname
Doctor_id
Gender
Status
Age
Address
Phone
Local_government
Country
State
Specialization
Salary_Scale
Next of kin
Start_Time
End_Time
Notes

FIELD NAME
Firstname
Middlename
Surname
Nurse_id
Gender
Status
Age
Address
Phone
Local_government
Country
State
Job_description
Notes

FIELD NAME
Firstname
Middlename
Surname
Username
Password

Table 2.3: Doctors_form
TYPE
WIDTH NULL
Char
30
No
Char
30
No
Char
30
No
Varchar 15
No
Char
10
No
Char
15
No
Int
10
No
Varchar 50
No
Varchar 20
No
Varchar 30
No
Varchar 30
No
Varchar 30
No
Varchar 20
No
Varchar 20
No
Varchar 50
No
Date
20
No
Date
20
No
Varchar 50
No

Table 2.4: Nurse_form
TYPE
WIDTH
NULL
Char
30
No
Char
30
No
Char
30
No
Varchar
15
No
Char
10
No
Char
15
No
Int
10
No
Varchar
50
No
Varchar
20
No
Varchar
30
No
Varchar
30
No
Varchar
30
No
Varchar
20
No
Varchar
50
No
Table 2.5: Admin table
TYPE
WIDTH NULL
Char
30
No
Char
30
No
Char
30
No
Varchar
15
No
Varchar
20
No
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FOREIGNKEY
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

FOREIGNKEY
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

FOREIGNKEY
No
No
No
No
No

FIELD NAME
Firstname
Middlename
Surname
LTech_id
Gender
Status
Age
Address
Phone
Local_Government
Country
State
Job_description
Notes

Table 2.4: Lab Tech_form
TYPE
WIDTH NULL
Char
30
No
Char
30
No
Char
30
No
Varchar 15
No
Char
10
No
Char
15
No
Int
10
No
Varchar 50
No
Varchar 20
No
Varchar 30
No
Varchar 30
No
Varchar 30
No
Varchar 20
No
Varchar 50
No

FOREIGNKEY
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

engineering notation style to represent their
relationships and cardinality.

2.3.3.1 Relationship among Entities in the EPIMS Database
Here we state the relationship that exists among
entities in the database using the information
Nurse

Patient
Attend to
-name: String
-DOB: Int
-Gender: String
-Adress: String
+Register ();

-name: String
-DOB: Int
-Gender: String
-Rank: String
+Register ();
Add drug ();

Nurse

Request Lab Result

-name: String
-DOB: Int
-Rank: String
+Register ();
+add result ();

-name: String
-DOB: Int
-Gender: String
-Rank: String
+Register ();
Add drug ();
Nurse
-name: String
-DOB: Int
-Gender: String
-Rank: String
+Register ();
Add drug ();

Lab Tech

Receptionist
Request patient records
-name: String
-DOB: Int
+Register ();
+Add patient();
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Doctor

Patient
Attend to

-name: String
-DOB: Int
-Gender: String
-Adress: String
+Register ();

-name: String
-DOB: Int
-Rank: String
+Register ();

Patient

Receptionist
Received by Receptionist
-name: String
-DOB: Int
+Register ();
+Add patient();

-name: String
-DOB: Int
-Gender: String
-Adress: String
+Register ();

3.

2.4.1

System Implementation

The Prototype of the E-PIMS was implemented
using HTML with cascading style sheet (CSS),
JavaScript, PHP and MYSQ as the database
engine.These programming languages were used
based on the features and objectives of the system.

Unit Testing

The aim of this test is to separate each part of the
program and show that each is working correctly.
Each unit was tested separately before integrating
them into modules to test the interfaces between
modules.

2.4 System Testing
System testing involves the various activities
carried out to discover possible issues that might
still be found in the designed system. System
testing uncovers weaknesses that were not found
in earlier testing normally. This can include system
failure.

Fig. 3.1: Interface of the Login Page
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Figure.3.2: Interface of the Logged in Page

Figure 3.3: View doctors page
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Figure 3.4: Add doctor’s form

3. Conclusion
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and Their Health). The shared goal of health and
demographic surveillance systems is to provide
reliable longitudinal data on vital events such as,
births, deaths, migrations and other socioeconomic indicators in low-income and
developing countries where routine vital health
information is incomplete or near-absent (Ye,
Wamukoya, Ezeh, Emina, & Sankoh, 2012;
Byass, et al., 2002). This routine information
collected during update rounds, guide government
and relevant stakeholders on policy formulation &
development, programme planning, health and
social service delivery, allocation of resources,
and monitoring and evaluation (Madeleine,
YoonJoung, & Sandra, 2012), among others.
Figure 1 shows the traditional events relationship
in a health and demographic surveillance system.
The attainment of the goal of HDSSs lies on
the quality of data generated from the research
sites. Consequently, reliability, consistency and
validity of data are sacrosanct in HDSS, in both
the field operations and data systems. In order to
accomplish these data quality standards, the
INDEPTH Network, as a core policy,
recommends standard quality control measures
for all sites within the Network to follow in
ensuring data quality. Some of these measures
include spot checks, repeat interviews on 5%
sample from the events monitored during a
particular data collection cycle and Red Herring
procedures (INDEPTH Network, 2006).
Over the years, across the various health and
demographic surveillance system sites, data
collection procedures had been predominantly
paper-based, and so is the procedure for
performing the mandatory data quality checks
after each data collection cycle, known as an
update round. However, the advent of mobile and
ubiquitous computing propelled by the increasing
reduction in cost of smartphones, PDAs (personal
digital assistants), netbooks, tablet PCs and laptop
computers has revolutionized the way data is
collected and managed. HDSS sites are

ABSTRACT
Purpose: To investigate the challenge of
replacing the manual data quality routines with
valid electronic protocols for health and
demographic surveillance systems (HDSS), using
lessons from the in Cross River HDSS in Cross
River State, Nigeria.
Methodology: Interviews and examination of
household questionnaires. Then, a free software
called Randomizer is used to generate random
records which are matched with real records. In a
second approach, an R Statistical Computing
script was developed to extract 5% of the matched
records either from an Excel spreadsheet or from
a database. These household records are made
available for quality assurance interviews.
Findings: The study showed major flaws with the
manual procedures for data quality checks in
health and demographic surveillance systems, and
the impracticability of using the manual method in
systems where data collection is predominantly
electronic.
Research limitations: Repeat interviews by field
supervisors are still performed with paper forms.
Future research may therefore attempt to design
solutions that can facilitate repeat interviews
using mobile devices.
Practical implications: The automated solutions
presented in this study fit into the information
technology revolution and the design of health and
demographic surveillance system sites to leverage
the strengths of this technology.
Keywords: Health and demographic surveillance
system, information technology, update round,
data quality checks, validation, database.
Paper Type: Research Paper
1.
Background
Health and Demographic Surveillance Systems
(HDSS) sites are robust longitudinal data
collection platforms operating under a global
network called INDEPTH (International Network
for the Demographic Evaluation of Populations
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increasingly
leveraging
this
information
technology revolution. As a result, the older sites
are migrating to paperless data collection systems,

while newer HDSS sites are implementing
complete paperless health and demographic
surveillance systems (Arikpo, et al., 2013).

Figure 1: Traditional events relationships in a HDSS (Ye, et al., 2012)
In addition to the problem of migrating
legacy data systems, this new approach comes
with new challenges in terms of data collection
and management, chief among which is, how to
conduct the mandatory data quality checks in a
paperless HDSS setting. In answer to this
challenge, this paper presents the lessons learned
from the automation of data quality checks in a
paperless HDSS setting in line with the INDEPTH
quality assurance standards. The paper begins
with a description of the procedures for data
quality checks in traditional paper-based health &
demographic surveillance systems, highlighting
the shortcomings inherent in these systems. This
is followed by the methods, where the research
setting and automated quality checks in paperless
HDSS is described, followed by a discussion of
the results, and then a conclusion of this study.
2.

forms for each field worker are then checked to
confirm that the number submitted tallies with the
number indicated both in the Event Listing form
and the HRB. Form logging is handled by a Filing
Clerk in the Field Office, and serves as the first
stage of the quality checking process.
A research assistant or equivalent, then
checks each of the logged in forms for
completeness and errors, vis-à-vis the recording
of that event in the household registration book. If
errors are found, the affected field worker is called
in to explain the situation in a bid to resolving it,
depending on the magnitude of the error. If the
error cannot be resolved, the field worker goes
back to the field to re-capture the missing or faulty
data. If on the other hand, there were no errors
found on the logged forms, the next stage is to
conduct a quality checks interview on (minimum
of) 5% of all households in each round of data
collection. At this stage, the supervisor goes to the
field with the randomly-selected event forms to
re-interview these households using new data
collection forms. At the end of this exercise, the
supervisor returns to the field office with the
forms, for a comparison with what was collected
by the field workers. Each of the matched forms
is compared with the re-interview forms for
consistency. If no discrepancies are found, the
original forms (by the field workers) are logged to
the Data Office (DO) for data entry by data entry
clerks (DECs). On the other hand, if discrepancies
are established between the original data and the
re-interview data, a third party, usually a research
assistant visits the affected household to verify

Data Quality Checks in Paper-based
HDSS

In a typical paper-based HDSS (health &
demographic surveillance systems) site, at the end
of each update round (which is either 4-monthly
or 6-monthly), the field workers (FWs) log in the
various event forms [“an event is a change in the
state of an individual” (INDEPTH Network,
2006)], such as Pregnancy Registration, Birth
Registration, In- and Out-Migration, Verbal
Autopsy, etc. Form logging is a process whereby
each field worker brings his/her forms and the
HRB (household registration book) to the Field
Office (FO) for checks and submission. The data
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and reconcile the data before logging in to the
Data Office. Figure 2 is a flowchart showing a
high-level view of the logical steps involved in

data quality checks in a typical paper-based health
& demographic surveillance system.

Figure 2: Data quality checks in a Paper-based HDSS
2.1

Supervisors are subjected to long periods of
waiting for the fieldworkers log forms into manual
field and database registers. Data analysis and
reporting activities become stalled quite often due
to these delays in manual data quality procedures
with frequent lost opportunities for timely
utilization of useful information generated from
the HDSS or nested studies.

Problems with data quality checks in the
paper-based system

2.1.1 Reporting delays & costs on resources
Traditional data quality checks employed in
paper-based HDSS sites is associated with higher
costs in terms of time and resources than use of
electronic protocols. The rigorous manual process
of examining the data to discover inconsistencies
and other anomalies takes a toll on human and
material resources. The Data Quality Assurance
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2.1.2 Buck-passing Problem

challenges can be eliminated or mitigated using
the electronic data quality protocol.

In addition to delays, another problem is the
begrudging of the relationship between field
workers and data quality supervisors in paperbased data collection systems of health and
demographic surveillance systems, because of the
misconception by field workers that, the sole aim
of data quality supervisors is to find fault with
their work. This can generate some strained
working relationships capable of eroding trust
between field workers and data quality
supervisors, thereby creating a problem of buckpassing. Field workers can question the
‘relevance’ of repeating interviews they had
conducted, with conclusions that the supervisors
lack trust in their capability and sincerity.

3.

Methods

3.1

Study Area

The Cross River health and demographic
surveillance system (Cross River HDSS) operates
two research cohorts located within the southern
senatorial district of Cross River State in southsouth Nigeria, with a combined population of
33,446 persons in 8,508 households (48% of
which are rural dwellers). The first is a rural
cohort located in the Akpabuyo Local
Government Area (LGA) of the state and the
second, an urban cohort located in CalabarMunicipal, the state capital. The rural and urban
cohorts are delineated into 46 and 43 contiguous
enumeration areas (EAs) respectively. Both
cohorts are situated in the tropical rain forest belt
of southern Nigeria, with an annual rainfall in the
range of 2500mm to 3000mm and mean annual
temperature of 30°C. English and Efik are the
major languages spoken by inhabitants of the two
LGAs. The Cross River HDSS was set up as a
paperless HDSS. In other words, data collection,
transmission and management is done with the use
of information technology-enabled devices,
instead of paper forms.

2.1.3 Problem with Red Herring Technique
In applying the “red herring technique” the quality
assurance supervisor would deliberately add into
a household query form, information that is
known to be always true in that context overtime,
but is not supposed to be collected from the
particular individual or household in question.
The idea is for the field worker to identify this
false information about the individuals and report
it as “non-existent” or “not required”; otherwise
the field worker will have failed to detect the false
information indicating that they did not physically
visit the household to collect the missing/queried
data. The central idea is to spot data falsifiers
among the field workers (INDEPTH Network,
2008).
This technique, although very popular among
HDSS sites, has faced some criticisms. For
instance, while improving data quality through the
red herring technique, drafting of the ‘erroneous’
information on paper form that already has
recently collected data, is tasking and time
consuming. Occasionally, these fictitious
inclusions are easily spotted by the field workers
even before going back to the field, because the
data are written on paper forms that already have
data, probably collected by them. Once the trick is
detected, then the central idea behind the red
herring technique will have been defeated,
because field workers will deliberately return or
fill the data as expected (Laney, et al., 2008).
Generally, these problems are commonly faced by
data quality supervisors in paper-based settings,
and they limit the robustness, timeliness and
correctness of this approach to quality checks. The
paper seeks to illustrate how some of these

3.2

Data Quality Checks in Paperless HDSS

As noted earlier, in a paperless HDSS, events data
are not collected with paper as is obtainable in
traditional paper-based systems. Rather, data is
collected and transmitted electronically from the
field using mobile devices, such as smartphones,
tablet PCs, PDAs, etc. (Kaneko, et al., 2012;
Arikpo, et al., 2013). There is no manual form
logging in both the Field Office and the Data
Office. There is no separate data entry, since
interviews are conducted with electronic devices
carrying electronic data templates. As a first stage
to data quality checks, the electronic templates
running ODK Collect, used to capture the data,
has inbuilt validation rules to check against
incomplete or inconsistent data values at the point
of data capture. In addition, the OpenHDS
(Pasquale, Mitra, & Maire, n.d.) which is the core
(open source) software for HDSS data
management, comes with a host of other data
validation tools on the side of the database, once
the data drops onto the ODKAggregate Server
(Open Data Kit, 2015). One of these tools is the
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MirthConnect which checks to ensure that each
transmitted data ties to a record in the database
before the data is allowed to drop on the database
server, thus facilitating interoperability among
disparate systems (Mirth Corporation, 2015).
In addition to all these initial validation
checks, the next layer of checks is to conduct
repeat interviews (re-interviews) for a randomlyselected set of records after the data has dropped

onto the database server. Selecting at least 5% of
records from each submitted event is a process
that must be carefully done to avoid bias in the
selected samples. The best approach is to do a
random selection using a method/formula that
computes random records in a scientifically sound
way. Figures 3 and 4 are flow charts describing
data quality checks in a paperless HDSS.

Figure 3: Section of Flowchart for electronic quality checks
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Figure 4: Second segment of Flowchart for electronic quality checks
3.2.1 Solution Option 1

1) The number of records to be generated:
To get this value, the data quality
supervisor calculates the required number
of records for random generation using
calculator (in this case, 5% of all records
for that event) and then inputs that value
into the randomizer.

At the Cross River HDSS, our first approach was
the use of a free web-based application called
‘Research Randomizer’ (Social Psychology
Network, 2015) for the computation of random
records. This application generates the random
records for quality assurance, from each event
currently captured per update round and the
households under surveillance. Apart from the
households with events, quality assurance is also
done on households without events during the
round. This helps to validate the status of
individual members in such households. The
Research Randomizer accepts the following as
inputs:

2) The range of values to generate the
random numbers from: Based on the
number of records for each event or
households available, the supervisor
enters the range within which the random
numbers are generated. For instance, if
the pregnancy observation event has 1000
records for that round, the range will be
from 1 to 1000. Figures 5 – 7 outlays the
random records generation process.
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Figure 5: Basic inputs for the Randomizer

Figure 6: Results pane for the Randomizer

Figure 7: Random numbers exported to Excel
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With these inputs, the application generates the
random numbers, provided there is active internet
connection. Thereafter, the numbers so generated
are matched against the record numbers of the
data table for the event, which is already in
Excel/CSV data formats. This matching is
performed using Excel’s LOOKUP formula.
Each matching record is extracted from the
original data file and made available for quality
assurance repeat interview in the field. The repeat
interview is done with paper forms at the present,
and the data is then compared with what was
electronically transmitted.

3.2.2 Solution Option 2
In our second approach, we wrote a software
script using the R Statistical Computing software
version 3.2.4 (The R Foundation, 2016). This
script works in two ways, depending on the format
of the data. Firstly, if the data is in Excel/CSV
format, the software imports the data into R,
computes the 5% of records, extracts the matching
records from the result set, and then exports the
results back to Excel/CSV formats for the repeat
interviews. Figure 8 shows the R Studio
programming
window,
an
integrated
programming environment (IDE) for R
programming; while Figure 9 shows part of the R
code for this first scenario.

Figure 8: The R Studio IDE

Figure 9: Section of R code for the scenario where data is in CSV format
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The second scenario is a situation where the data
is collected and transmitted straight onto a
relational
database
management
system
(RDBMS), such as MySQL, as in the case of the
OpenHDS software (described earlier), a section
of the R software script will execute. In this case,
the script speaks directly to the RDBMS, (MySQL

in this case) extracting the data directly into R. It
will then prompt the user for the start and end
dates of the update round in question, to enable the
extraction of a subset of the data from the result
set. The rest of the process is as described in the
first scenario above. Figure 10 shows a section of
the R code for the second scenario.

Figure 10: Section of R code for the scenario where data is MySQL server
4.

the data has been collected into any form, and the
required update round data extracted into
Excel/CSV format. The R code imports this data
into an R result set, performs computation of the
5% records, extracts the matching data, and
exports (into Excel/CSV) the selected records
without any manual involvement. The second
scenario for this option, is applicable to situations
where the data is collected and transmitted
directly into a database server such as MySQL.
This solution is faster, as the R code speaks
directly to the database server, requiring only the
start and end dates (for the update round) from the
user. Unlike the first scenario, no manual
extraction of update round data is required. We
like to remark here that, Solution Option 2, as
presented in this paper, does not require the
Internet to work, and so overcomes the challenge
in Solution Option 1 that may encounter delays
due to poor Internet connectivity.
Notwithstanding the merits in electronic data
validation checks in a paperless HDSS, there are
challenges. For instance, the web-based Research
Randomizer requires active Internet connection to
function. The consequence is that, generation of

Discussion

The Solution Option 1 proffered in this study is
meant for health and demographic surveillance
system sites that do not have strong information
technology teams; that is, sites where the data
team has just basic computing skills, including
proficiency in the Office suite. All that is required
is an Internet connection to run Randomizer, the
free software to help generate random numbers for
lookup, and then select the records for repeat
interview. However, this solution has a few
limitations. Because of the requirement for
Internet connectivity, there may be delays in
generating the random matching records, in areas
where Internet connectivity is poor or near-absent
(or not even available). Another drawback to this
option is the fact that, the user has to manually
compute the 5% of total records for the event and
then feed this into Randomizer. This can be prone
to error.
Solution Option 2, on the other hand, is for
sites with moderately proficient computing teams,
with some knowledge of programming. The first
scenario for this option applies to situations where
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random records can be delayed when there is no
access to the Internet. In addition to this, the
subset of the total records in the data to be
randomly-generated is manually calculated before
entering the value as input to the application’s
required number of random integers to generate.
Another limitation to our information technology
(IT)-based approach is the fact that, re-interviews
are still done with paper forms, instead of mobile
devices.
5.
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Conclusion

Automating data quality checks in health and
demographic surveillance systems (HDSS) that
are driven by information technology, comes with
the advantage of overcoming the delays prevalent
in paper-based HDSS processes. For instance, in
the manual method, fields in paper forms are
scrutinized manually for correctness. This is both
time consuming and error-prone. Besides, in a
manual system, paper forms are counted manually
before selecting 5% of the event forms, a process
very prone to high level of bias. For sites with
large populations, the process of selecting forms
for repeat interviews can take several hours; while
the same process will take less than 20 minutes in
a paperless system. This is not to claim that the
automated solutions proffered in this study are a
silver bullet.
Apart from Solution Option 1 requiring
Internet connectivity, the requirement of
computing proficiency in the Solution Option 2
can be a tall order for HDSS sites that are
predominantly paper-based and trying to migrate
to paperless. These sites did not require any
proficient computing staff to run, before now, and
so may not have the right mix of these staff.
Nevertheless, these challenges are almost
overcome by the increasing information
technology (IT) penetration and increasing
availability of IT workforce in the low- and
middle-income countries (LMICs). The costs of
providing Internet and training IT personnel is
reducing considerably in these countries. One
major limitation to the solutions provided in this
study is the fact that, repeat interviews are still
performed with paper forms. Future research may
therefore attempt to design solutions that can
facilitate repeat interviews using mobile devices.
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